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ABSTRACT

While Digital Watermarking has received much attention within the academic community and private sector in
recent years, it is still a relatively young technology. As such, there are few accepted tools and metrics that
can be used to validate the performance claims asserted by members of the research community and evaluate
the suitability of a watermarking technique for specific applications. This lack of a universally adopted set of
metrics and methods has motivated us to develop a web-based digital watermark evaluation system known as the
Watermark Evaluation Testbed or WET. This system has undergone several improvements since its inception.
The ultimate goal of this work has been to develop a platform, where any watermarking researcher can test not
only the performance of known techniques, but also their own techniques. This goal has been reached by the
latest version of the system. New tools and concepts have been designed to achieve the desired objectives. This
paper describes the new features of WET. Moreover, we also summarize the development process of the entire
project as well as introduce new directions for future work.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Digital watermarking is the practice of hiding a message in an image, audio, video or other digital media
element. Since the late 1990s, there has been an explosion in the number of digital watermarking algorithms
published [1–6]. The sudden increase is mostly due to the increase in concern over copyright protection of
content [7]. Because new devices store content in digital form, there is no degradation in quality of data after a
copy is made [8,9]. Currently, cryptographic techniques are the most popular method used to prevent piracy [10].
The problem with cryptographic techniques is that after the content is decrypted to be consumed, the content is
no longer protected against piracy. Because digital watermarking can embed information related to the content
in the digital media element and can be designed to survive many attacks, it is seen as a technique to complement
cryptography in preventing piracy. Applications of watermarking [6,11–13] include broadcast monitoring, owner
identification, proof of ownership, transaction tracking, authentication, copy control, and device control.

An important and often neglected issue in the design of digital watermarking methods is proper evaluation
and benchmarking [14–16]. This lack of a proper evaluation in designing watermarking methods causes confusion
among researchers and hinders the adoption of digital watermarking in various applications. With a well-defined
benchmark, researchers and watermarking software developers would just need to provide a table of results, which
would give a good and reliable summary of the proposed scheme performances for end users. To address this
issue, several still image digital watermarking benchmarks have been proposed. These include StirMark [16–18],
Certimark [19], Checkmark [20], Optimark [21, 22] and the Watermark Evaluation Testbed (WET) [23, 24].
In [23,24], different watermarking algorithms were also compared using the Taguchi loss function [25,26].

The main goal of WET is to develop a platform, where any watermarking researcher could (1) test the
performance of known techniques, (2) test their own new techniques, and (3) obtain fair and reproducible
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comparisons of the results. We believe that the new version of WET has achieved this goal with the version
described in this paper. XML was a important tool used to develop the new functionalities in WET and we
believe it should be a basic tool for future development. XML concepts as used inWET will be discussed in this
paper. This paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we summarize the different implementations and features
of the previous versions of WET as well as the related architecture. Section 3 gives a description of the new
features of the system. In section 4, we describe our ideas for this new version of WET, focusing on XML as
main development tool. Finally, the conclusions are given in section 5.

2. ARCHITECTURE AND FEATURES SUMMARIZATION OF WET

In this section, we summarize the different features and tools that composed WET in [23, 24] as well as its
architecture. For detailed descriptions of previous versions of WET, refer to [23, 24] .∗ The testbed consists of
three major components: the Front End, the Algorithm Modules and the Image Database. Each component of
WET will be described below. The previous version ran on a 2.4 GHz Pentium 4 computer using the Fedora
Core 1.0 operating system†.

2.1. Front End

The Front End is the end users’ main interface into WET. The Front End provides a web interface whereby a
user can select various tasks to be performed. The user interface abstracts much of the underlying architecture
and allows the user to focus on the tasks to be preformed. The Front End consists of three major components:
the web server, the database server, and the GIMP-Perl server. There are two front end versions supported by
the previous version of WET, the initial version and advanced version. The initial version is intended for either
first time users to familiarize themselves with the system or for users who want to get a feel for how watermarking
works. The advanced version provides an extensive image database. All metrics reported in the initial version
are also reported in the advanced version. The next two subsections give more details about these two options.

2.1.1. Initial Version

The initial version provides a static image database of about fifty images and a intuitive user interface. Fig-
ure 1(a) shows the watermarking steps for the initial version. Several watermarking algorithms and attack
algorithms are available to the user. Several statistics are available including the CPU time used for embed-
ding/detecting the watermark, the Mean Square Error (MSE) between the original and watermarked image,
the difference image between the watermarked and the original image, and some specific statistics such as the
correlation value, number of bit errors, threshold value as a part of the results.

2.1.2. Advanced Version

The advanced version provides an extensive image database. The user can select images with particular at-
tributes, i.e. chrominance, resolution, height, width, and category to work with. The advanced version is
available in two modes: interactive and batch mode.
The interactive mode allows the user to manually step through the process illustrated in Figure 1(b). The process
of the interactive mode is similar to that of the initial version with some improvements:

1. Several images can be selected to insert a watermark

2. Multiple attack algorithms can be performed on the same watermarked images

3. For non-blind algorithms, the user can detect the presence of a watermark in all watermarked images
against a single image or against as many as 25 images.

∗A copy of these papers are located at http://www.datahiding.org/about.html.
†The system is located at http://www.datahiding.org. To obtain access to use WET, contact wetbug@ecn.purdue.edu.



The batch mode is the part of WET that allows users to make a more exhaustive evaluation of the chosen
watermarking techniques. Unlike the interactive mode, batch mode does not run the processes at the time that
the user submits the job. Instead, batch mode queues the user requests into a job and sends e-mail to the user
when the job has completed. The e-mail contains a URL where the user can retrieve the evaluation results.
Thereby, jobs can be lengthy and process much more data than an interactive display, where a user expects
results to be available quickly. To submit a job using the batch mode, first the user chooses the images to
watermark. Second, the user selects one or more watermarking techniques to be evaluated and specifies their
watermark embedding parameters. Third, the user (optionally) chooses the attacks to be performed on the
watermarked images. In the fourth step, the user selects the watermark detection parameters. Finally, the user
submits the e-mail address to complete the procedure and submit the job.

(a) (b)

Figure 1. Watermarking steps for: (a) Initial Version and (b) Advanced Version (Interactive Mode)

2.2. Algorithm Modules

It is desirable to develop tools that users can use standalone in their own test environments, allowing them to
validate their tests locally before submitting them to a watermark benchmark site. To achieve this, the GNU
Image Processing Program (GIMP) [27] was selected for use in WET. GIMP is designed to be augmented with
plug-ins and extensions. Additionally, it provides full scripting support in various languages (Scheme, Perl, Java,
Python, etc.). The combination of extensibility and scripting support make GIMP a powerful environment for
WET.

Since the beginning of the project, we have been implementing several plug-ins for GIMP. Our plug-ins can
be used in two different modes: Interactive Mode and Non-Interactive Mode. The former has a user interface
where the user can choose the input parameters and the output parameters are displayed after using the plug-
in. The Non-Interactive Mode performs the same function as the Interactive Mode but allows the plug-in
to be called from another GIMP plug-in or scripts. The Non-Interactive Mode is used in WET. In the next
subsections, we will summarize the plug-ins that have been implemented for WET, these plug-ins are divided
between watermarking attacks and embed/detect watermarking techniques. For all the implemented plug-ins,
we measure the computational complexity of the developed watermarking algorithm, this measure is obtained in
terms of CPU execution time. Therefore, all GIMP plug-ins in WET were developed such that they return the
CPU execution time as an output parameter.

2.2.1. Embed/Detect Watermarking Modules

In order to extend the implemented watermarking algorithms to color images, we use the reversible color trans-
form (RCT) [28] developed for JPEG2000. The Red, Green and Blue components of an image are transformed



by RCT and we embed the watermark into the luminance component. We chose RCT among different color
transforms because it preserves the image when a watermark is not embedded. We watermarked the lumi-
nance component because a watermark should be placed in the perceptually most significant components of an
image [3].

Since we started the WET project, we wanted to implement a wide variety of watermarking techniques and
applications. We developed GIMP plug-ins for: non-blind [3, 29] and blind [3, 30–32] watermarking techniques,
Semi-fragile watermarking techniques [33] and steganography [34–36] techniques. Finally, we also implemented
a plug-in, which allows us to measure the fidelity between two images. We chose to measure the fidelity in terms
of Mean Square Error (MSE). Mean Square Error is obtained as follows

MSE =
1

MN

M∑

i=1

N∑

j=1

(p(i, j) − p̂(i, j))
2

where M is the number of color components, N is the number of pixels, p is the original image and p̂ is the
modified image.

Figure 2. Advanced Version Architecture

2.2.2. Watermarking Attack Modules

We have implemented versions 3.1 and 4.0 of StirMark [17, 18, 37]. The default test mode of StirMark 3.1 was
implemented as a GIMP plug-in. We implemented a GIMP plug-in for each defined attack in StirMark 4.0. The
list of attacks in both versions is quite large and they could be classified into geometric transformations, signal
processing operations and special transforms.

2.3. Image Database

The image database maintains the attributes of all images available in the test-bed. In the previous versions of
WET we have approximately 1301 images which are copyright free. The images are from a variety of cameras and
sensors including scanned photographs, x-ray images, ultrasound images, astrometrical images, line drawings,
digital cameras, maps, and computer generated images. Each image in the database is stored with its attributes
including chrominance, resolution, height, width, and category.



3. NEW FUNCTIONALITIES

We have integrated new functionalities into WET has allows any user to add new watermarking techniques to
the system. The goal of the new developments is to provide a tool to allow anyone to demonstrate how their
techniques perform against existing methods. At the same time, these new capabilities have a profound impact
on the way WET is now developed, extended, and maintained.

The main new feature in WET allows users to design and integrate new watermarking modules into the
system in a relatively easy way. In order to upload a new watermarking technique to the WET system, some
additional information along with the implemented GIMP plug-in is required. Mainly, the required information
needs to describe the new technique so that the system can upload the technique correctly for execution. This
required information is provided by the user in what is known as the module definition file (MDF). A module is
the collection of files for a particular watermark operation, these files include the GIMP plug-in, the MDF and
other scripts. The MDF describes the structure of the GIMP plug-in as well as the significant elements of the
user interface (such as description of all the parameters used by a plug-in, the help information and overview
text, and special properties or restrictions for each parameter of the module.) The information stored in MDF
will be used to create the necessary structure of files in the WET system so that the new technique can be
incorporated into the system easily. There are many possible encodings for the MDF file. We have chosen
XML [38,39] to implement the MDF file because of its simplicity and scalability properties. The next subsection
will give complete details about the use of XML in this project as well as explain the development of the suitable
XML schema. After this, we provide an explanation of the new architecture to fulfill these new functionalities.
Finally, the last subsection describes the initial tests to verify the correct operation of the new tools.

3.1. XML Schema

The format and elements of the MDF file is a major design issue in the new developed tools. The MDF must
be simple, concise, and extensible. It should also be a text file. After considering all these requirements, the
XML language was chosen to encode the MDF file. The next step was to design the corresponding XML schema.
An XML schema is a formalization of the constraints, expressed as rules or a model of structure that apply
to XML documents. In many ways, XML schemas serve as design tools, establishing a framework on which
implementations can be designed.

We have identified the following information requirements for the correct specification of the MDF:

• Determine the type of modules that the system must support.

• Determine common properties of the different types of modules.

• Determine the types of parameters that are needed for each type of module.

• Determine how other software may want to programmatically access the plug-in, generate user interfaces,
etc.

After considering the requirements, several versions of the XML schema were developed. The final XML
schema describes each possible type of plug-in that could be uploaded to WET. Even though our final XML
schema is sufficient for the current requirements, the schema may undergo minor changes in the future to better
support the needs of users. The following are the main features of the new schema:

• There are four possible modules: Embedding, Detection, Attacking and Evaluation.

• Each module has common information to be specified, such as the name of the plug-in, information de-
scribing the author(e.g. e-mail address) and description of the plug-in.

• All the parameters are considered to have common structure and are only differentiated between input and
output parameters.



• Images are also considered as a type of parameter and have specific attributes such as width, height or
format (e.g. jpeg, tiff). Some of this information may not be used in the current version but it is specified
for future use.

• Each parameter needs to specify the user-interface control (such as edit box, list box) and the type (integer,
float). This information will be used to request and manipulate correctly the parameter’s value.

• For each parameter, the user may also specify the allowable range or set of values as well as the corre-
sponding default value.

Figure 3. WET Uploading Plug-in Interface

When the XML schema was designed, we considered a GIMP plug-in as a “black box” which accepts input,
performs a useful task, and produces output. Thereby each element required for the plug-in is considered an
input parameter in the MDF. At the same time, any element produced by the plug-in is considered an output
parameter or result. For example, each MDF should have at least an image as an input parameter. On the other
hand, an image do not always have to be specified as a result, since detection modules usually do not produce
a new image. Figure 3 shows the web interface we developed to generate the MDF file. This is also useful since
one can see the main features of the final XML schema.

3.2. Architecture

When we designed the architecture for the new functionalities, the main goal was to create an structure where
the users should be able to access the new uploaded plug-in in exactly the same manner as they would access
one of the currently existing plug-ins. After evaluating all the tools developed in the previous of WET, we chose
the structure of batch mode to be the framework for the new uploaded plug-ins. Therefore, these new tools take
advantage of the structure of batch mode and create the required elements so that the new uploaded plug-in can
work as any other plug-in in the batch mode system.
Figure 2 shows the current structure of the batch mode system in the advanced version. This structure uses
three types of files for each GIMP plug-in. A Perl script is used to communicate with the plug-ins and manage



the results. The PHP file has the interface information for each parameter. Finally, the HTML file has the code
to display the help information for each parameter. After analyzing these files, we have identified a common
structure for each file which allow us to create new files with the information contained in the MDF. We have
developed a new tool known as the module compiler (MC) which will parse the MDF and produce the necessary
scripts. Figure 4 shows the new structure with the MC inserted in the older structure of the advanced version.

Figure 4. Uploading Plug-in Architecture

Once the new files have been successfully generated by the module compiler tool, they need to be uploaded to
the system along with the executable GIMP plug-in. This process is known as the module installer and integrates
the new plug-in into WET. The entire process is executed immediately so that if there are errors in some step of
the process, the user will receive the corresponding feedback to fix the problem. We shall describe the sequences
of steps that the process of uploading a plug-in must follow. If one step fails to perform the required action, the
process starts again and the error is reported to the user.

1. Create MDF: The user must create the MDF with all the information of the new plug-in. Since creating
the MDF may seem tedious, we have created a HTML web form inside the advanced version. This form
allows the user to create the MDF file by entering the needed information in the form. Figure 3 shows a
snapshot of the web form.

2. MDF Verification: There are two kinds of verifications that will be done to the MDF file. First, we
have added constraints to the MDF generator (Web Form) which prevent the user from inserting incorrect
information into the MDF. If some of the constraints are violated, the web form informs the user about
the possible error. The second verification is done by the XML schema. We check the new MDF file (or
XML file) against the XML schema. If the XML file is not valid according to the XML schema then the
user is notified and the information must be corrected.

3. Module Compiler: Once the MDF is validated, the compiler parses the MDF and produces the required
scripts (Perl, PHP, HTML). A tool was developed to fulfill this task. It examines an XML file and parses
the information to generate the desired files. It uses several text templates and a XML library to generate
the final scripts.

4. Install new Plug-in: When all the files have been generated, the new plug-in is ready to be uploaded
to the system. First, the executable plug-in that must also be specified in the web form is stored in the
corresponding plug-ins directory. The new files as well as the MDF file are stored in a new directory and
its presence is flagged to the system. Finally, GIMP must be initialized so that the new plug-in is fully
integrated to GIMP.



Figure 5 shows the process of uploading a plug-in. The step 4 of this process uses a queue to avoid possible
conflicts when some of the installation tasks requires manipulating files that could be used for other tools of the
system. The necessary initialization of GIMP in step 4 is also queued to allow the correct operation of the other
tools. When the process of uploading a plug-in is successfully completed, the new MDF (XML file) is displayed.

Figure 5. Uploading a Plug-in Steps

3.3. Experiments

In order to evaluate the reliability of the new tools, we tested them under different situations. First, we chose
the spread spectrum watermarking technique [3] to check the new functionalities. This technique already has all
the scripts (Perl, PHP, HTML) implemented and is fully operational in batch mode. Therefore, possible errors
in the scripts were easily detectable and fixed. The rest of watermarking techniques in WET, such [32–34],
which were in the previous version of WET but not available in batch mode, were uploaded to the batch mode
structure. Finally, some of the implemented attacks in StirMark 4.0 [16–18,37] were also uploaded to the batch
mode system. We measured that the entire process of uploading a plug-in is on the order of a few seconds. Below
shows a part of a XML file created to upload the embedder of the watermarking technique [3].

<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8"?>

<Module xmlns:xsi=" " xsi:noNamespaceSchemaLocation=" ">

<Name>Embedding Cox Algorithm</Name>

<Class>Embedder</Class>

<Key>coxtest</Key>

<Author>Ronaldinho Gaucho</Author>

<E-mail>oguitart@detes.com</E-mail>

<Organization>

<Name>Viper Lab</Name>

<Address>West Lafayette, IN USA</Address>

</Organization>

<Introduction>Thsi is the first test to use xml files to upload new modules.</Introduction>

<PluginName>plug_in_sssw_embed_v2_2</PluginName>

<Parameter>

<Name>Input Image</Name>

<Variable>inImage</Variable>

<Display>image</Display>

<Type>image</Type>

<Description>This is the input image in the plug-in</Description>

</Parameter>



<Parameter>

<Name>Scalar Factor</Name>

<Variable>alpha</Variable>

<Display>box</Display>

<Type>float</Type>

<Min>0</Min>

<DefaultValue>0.1</DefaultValue>

<Description> This parameter is the embedding strength.

The default value is 0.1.

</Description>

</Parameter>

<Parameter>

<Name>Key</Name>

<Variable>key</Variable>

<Display>box</Display>

<Type>integer</Type>

<Min>1</Min>

<DefaultValue>123</DefaultValue>

<Description>Normal random number generator

that has distribution N(0,1).

</Description>

</Parameter>

<Parameter>

<Name>Length</Name>

<Variable>len</Variable>

<Display>box</Display>

<Type>integer</Type>

<Min>1</Min>

<DefaultValue>1000</DefaultValue>

<Description>This is the number of DCT

coefficients that are watermarked.

</Description>

</Parameter>

</Module>

4. XML AND FUTURE WORK

The possibility of uploading new GIMP plug-ins will dramatically increase the amount of data needed to be processed and
stored in the system. The storage and manipulation of this data is the main challenge of a future version of WET. The
XML language has shown to be a very useful tool to deal with these types of problems. Working with XML has several
benefits such as simplicity, openness and extensibility. After experimenting with XML, we have identified the following
features which make this language very suitable for future versions of WET.

1. Parsing Tools: XML parsers present the data in a much more convenient format so that the user will have to
write less custom code. There are a quite number of XML parsers written in languages such as Java, C, Perl and
Phyton.

2. Embedding Capacity: It can embed multiple data types and cover all existing data structures.

3. Efficient Storage: XML databases store XML data natively in its structured, hierarchical form. Queries can be
resolved much faster because there is no need to map the XML data tree structure to tables [40,41]. This preserves
the hierarchy of the data and increases performance.

So far, several scripts are required for each module or plug-in defined, the amount of data could be reduced if we
take advantage of the above defined properties. First, the large variety of XML parser tools will allow us to eliminate all
intermediate scripts (Perl, PHP, HTML) and use directly the modules information from the XML files. Second, the image
database should also be modified to fit into this new architecture. Therefore, we are considering ways to abstract the
image database itself by using XML schema so that tools, software, and scripts can access images in a generic way [42].
Finally, instead of creating a large script with all the selected information for the batch mode jobs to be executed, a



new XML file could be created to embed all the XML files related to the selected job, such as chosen images, selected
attacks and so on. Then the engine file should only parse the information from this large XML file and generate the
selected results. These modifications will require more work to design the additional XML schemas that better describe
the possible applications. Moreover, some of the scripts already created will have to be modified to adapt them to the
new structure.

5. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we described the new functionalities integrated into WET. The new features compared to the previous
versions provide new motivation for watermarking evaluation.

The abstraction obtained by the XML schema is very efficient for extending the functionality of the system, while
minimizing code development. However, new uploading capabilities will also bring new challenges for this system. Since
the structure of WET will have to face with an increase in the number of modules or plug-ins it needs to manage. We
believe that the properties of XML would be very useful to overcome these challenges and make the entire process more
efficient.
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